
Victorian politics, yet coverage of this theme in existing scholarship is patchy. Burke is an
unusually complex case, but Jones’s holistic approach points the way forward for how prob-
lems of this kind should be handled. She furthermore largely avoids the tendency among recep-
tion histories to overstate the significance of their protagonists within wider historical
processes, with only a few questionable claims slipping, through: Can it really be the case
that Burke’s writings were “seen to have initiated the widespread acceptance of political
parties as a necessity of British parliamentary government” (22)? Similarly, Jones does not
demonstrate the notion that Burke was “central” to Gladstonian arguments for Home Rule
(152), and indeed, based on her own premises, it seems unlikely.

Despite her already extensive reach, Jones raises more interesting questions than she has
space to answer fully. What lay behind the erection of the statue of Burke on the cover, and
others like it? Jones explains that continental versions of Burke had little influence in
Britain, but what about transatlantic exchanges? And did Burke play any meaningful role in
the carefully calibrated languages of electoral and platform politics? We are left wanting to
know more, also, about Burke’s competitors within the evolving genealogies of C/conserva-
tism: With whom—or what—was he seen to be in tension? Jones offers mentions of Boling-
broke, the younger Pitt, Peel, and Disraeli, but there is clearly a bigger picture yet to be
unveiled.

Questions also arise about the relations between the different arenas of politics and thought
that Jones covers. Jones demonstrates clearly that the emergence of the concept of “Burkean C/
conservatism” was driven by a number of concurrent historical processes, which pointed in
similar directions. But the book is slightly diffident about judging the relative significance
of the various forces in play: it would have been instructive to have a more decided statement
from the author on whether the canonization of Burke was at its core about Gladstonian idi-
osyncrasy, or scholarly recuperation, or residual Liberal Unionist sympathy for Whiggery. A
somewhat fuller discussion of the book’s chronological logic might have helped with this.
Jones explains that c. 1830 represents an appropriate starting point because it signaled “the
beginning of a new era of political and constitutional history” (9). Certainly it did, but she
does not tell us in what sense (if any) that conjuncture was also a turning point for attitudes
towards Burke: it feels like the narrative could usefully have started earlier. The sense in
which 1914 saw “the beginning of a new period in Burke’s reception history” (229) is also
a little indistinct, and it would have been fascinating to see the analysis pursued further into
the twentieth century.

It is a testament to the book’s quality that nearly all these criticisms amount to demanding
more of the same. Edmund Burke and the Invention of Modern Conservatism is a work of serious
scholarship and methodological intent that opens new doors in the study of political reputa-
tions. And at the absolute least, it must force historians to abandon their long-standing reflex-
ive recourse to the adjective “Burkean” in writing on modern British politics.

Alex Middleton
Corpus Christi College, University of Oxford
alex.middleton@history.ox.ac.uk

RUTH LIVESEY. Writing the Stage Coach Nation: Locality on the Move in Nineteenth-Century
British Literature. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016. Pp. 246. $80.00 (cloth).
doi: 10.1017/jbr.2017.222

Ruth Livesey’s opening insight inWriting the Stage Coach Nation: Locality on the Move in Nine-
teenth-Century British Literature is that central Victorian novels such as Bleak House and
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Middlemarch are “historical” (1), set in a “‘just’ past” (2), that is critically different from the
present but intimately entangled with it. For Dickens, Eliot, Charlotte Brontë, and their contem-
poraries, the recent past was cut off from the present by a specific development: the demise of
stage- andmail coaches, overtaken by railways in the 1840s. According to Livesey, the stagecoach
provided a special dynamic (in the reality of transportation, but also metaphorically, and in
fiction) for “a communicative nation,” involving eventual connection, but also, just as impor-
tantly, the experience of being “interrupted and overset” (2)—with new connections formed
along the way.

Livesey addresses a nineteenth-century nostalgia in which place and time are bound
together. It is not just that an earlier age has been left behind: the very idea of time
changes. In the mail coach system, clocks were set to run fast or slow, adjusting to local
time; in the coming world of railways, time would be centrally standardized. Livesey’s novel-
ists are aware of the nonlinear ways in which the world changes, and of the tremendous influ-
ence of time- and space-managing technologies. They do not take refuge in a recent past that
was somehow more congenial—and that can be restored intact, in fiction—but imagine ver-
sions of the past in relation to the present, so as to register “a world on the move” (5).
They intervene in this process through the technology of their own prose, with its figurations
of sequential or parallel, more or less real, communities, and of the ways in which their readers
might map these communities and envisage the links between them. All of this labor is socially
and politically charged.

The chapters progress chronologically, centering respectively on Scott (especially The Anti-
quary [1816] and Heart of Midlothian [1818]); essays by Hazlitt and Cobbett; The Pickwick
Papers (1837); Martin Chuzzlewit (1843); Jane Eyre (1847); and Felix Holt (1866); before
Livesey turns to Hardy, and then back to the Dickens of the 1860s, in her conclusion.
These are all big names, but the approach generates an unusual canon, including perhaps Dick-
ens’s and Eliot’s least popular novels. These texts are thematically apt for Livesey’s approach
(there is a stagecoach in Phiz’s title-page vignette for Chuzzlewit), but this is a book about
novels as such, as well as novels with coaches in them; it encourages us to value a different
set of ways in which nineteenth-century fiction functions.

Livesey contributes to the ongoing rediscovery of Scott, showing how his characters’ arriv-
als in off-center localities provide a set of challenges to the reader’s understanding of the nation.
The ways in which Scott deals with geography, exploring how transport technology arranges
place within the body politic, are then developed through variations: with Brontë, for example,
expressing a “Tory … regionalism” (25); Eliot constructing strategic, sophisticated, self-con-
sciously literary versions of past rural communities; and Hardy, finally, linking local and
national communities together with his own artificial “Wessex” to create a complex system
of the real and the imaginary. These variations are in turn supported by a broader account
of how print culture addresses technological change, reacting and contributing to the ideolo-
gies that accompany it, for example in Cobbett’s cataloguing of localities off the coach routes,
Hazlitt’s embracing of the coach-born dissemination of “Cockney” radicalism (73), or the
satirical prints of the 1820s, in which images of coaches, their crews, and their passengers
both celebrate national and royal authority and expose its vulnerability.

Livesey’s argument is formidably coherent, tied together by a set of key concepts: “nine-
teenth-century nostalgia,” “the world on the move,” “prosthetic memory,” “mobile affect,”
“radical conservatism.” Her continual use of “the ‘just’ past” could be wearing, but it serves
a good cause. This book offers a great deal, much more than can be registered here: a
strong theoretical tool-kit; a pervasive sense of political relevance; well-developed readings
of major texts; a broader cultural context of journalism, visual culture, and legislation; and,
of course, the history of technology. This combination of materials and approaches might
have proved unwieldy, but Livesey knows how to load her textual coach securely, and it
does not break down. Nothing and nobody, of consequence, falls off.
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At the end, Livesey turns to the development, first in Household Words, then in Bradshaw’s
Guide, of “network” as a term applied to communication by rail (218). The network concept
takes us towards significantly different understandings of connection and place. But Livesey’s
work has powerful resonances for later developments, including our own present. While she
refrains from lengthy extrapolations towards the twentieth- or twenty-first centuries (having
enough to do already), she sends out hints that will set many readers thinking. In the case of
Dickens, for example, she economically brings out the afterlife of Dingley Del, including its per-
version into Noel Edmonds’s “Crinkly Bottom” (113)—How England got from Mr. Pickwick
to Mr. Blobby would surely make a significant book in itself!—and then develops an account of
the different perceptions of place and time in England and America, inChuzzlewit, which clearly
resonates in transatlantic differences, conflicts, and mutual frustrations, to this day.

Livesey does an exceptionally good job of projecting the relevance of humanities research for
contemporary social and political debates, and in particular for the understanding of technol-
ogy and its cultural and economic impact. Most importantly, she does this not only through
thematic readings, but also in ways that take account of narrativity, metaphor, and other
formal and aesthetic properties of literature, so that the payoff requires not just mining liter-
ature for content but understanding how it works. The most powerful idea is that realist
prose is a socially and politically significant technology that works, in some respects, similarly
to systems of physical transportation, and is equally consequential. This is a way of looking at
literature that has built up over the last thirty years or so (as Livesey makes clear in many gen-
erous references to other critics and theorists), but this book takes it significantly further, and
therefore it deserves to be read well beyond the specific field of nineteenth-century studies.

Dominic Rainsford
Aarhus University
dominic.rainsford@cc.au.dk

DANIEL W. B. LOMAS. Intelligence, Security and the Attlee Governments, 1945–51: An Uneasy
Relationship? Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2017. Pp. 286. $110.00 (cloth).
doi: 10.1017/jbr.2017.223

In his impeccably researched Intelligence, Security and the Attlee Governments, 1945–51: An
Uneasy Relationship?, Daniel Lomas draws on previously inaccessible archival files to answer
the rhetorical question in the book’s subtitle. The question is rhetorical, because, as Lomas
makes abundantly clear, the Attlee government enjoyed a close and cordial working relation-
ship with Great Britain’s security and intelligence services; rarely was it uneasy. The literature
on the connections between British intelligence, government policy, and covert operations
during the Cold War is already very crowded with some impressive studies in the last fifteen
years. But what Lomas, a lecturer in international history at Salford University, does is
unique: he unpicks the intimate links between the intelligence agencies, the prime minister,
his senior ministers, his departmental officials, and the relevant government committees he
chaired or oversaw.

Although a great many rank and file Labor parliamentarians were suspicious or hostile
towards the “secret state,” the leadership of the Attlee government harbored few misgivings.
Indeed, in its desire to thwart inroads that the Communist Party of Great Britain (CPGB)
could make into its constituency and its organization, the Labor Party was, as MI5’s deputy
director Guy Liddell commented, “more interested to make use of our services than the Con-
servatives” (as quoted by Lomas, 260). Attlee was the first prime minister to visit MI5’s Mill-
bank headquarters; he was keenly interested in, and readily devoured, intelligence reports; he
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